
 
 

BAND OF HOPE is a symbol of solidarity, an expression of our commitment and support for 
the Belarusians who fight peacefully for freedom and democracy 

We invite artists from all over the world to participate in our project. 
 
Rules and Regulations: 
 
1. Participants should send his or her work to the address given below by MARCH 15 th 2021. 
2. Participants are required to allow the project management to use their works promoting 
the project´s ideas. Works submitted to the project become the property of the organizer who 
is obliged to promote the idea of the project in various fields. All works are donated to the 
organizer and will not be returned to their authors. 
3. The Artist should send max. 3 works 30 cm x 30 cm on a fabric in two colours: WHITE and 
RED. 
Note: Each work should be legibly signed. On the back of the work, please put a certificate 
with your name, surname, the country you are from and, if applicable, the title of your work. 
4. The organizers are allowed to select works which are presented to the public. 
5. The artist who sends his or her work declares he/she accepts the terms of project’s 
regulations. 
6. The artist is allowed to use any techniques: painting, batik, patchwork, embroidery, 
appliqué, tapestry, mixed technique, etc. It is important that the work is not framed so it could 
be put together with the works of other artists. 
7. Works will be arranged as one large composition. Volunteers will stitch them by hand during 
a performance and arrange a large 90 cm wide band. The length of the band - our common 
work - will depend on the number of works sent to the 
project. At the end, The Band of Hope and the list of all participants will be presented in 
exhibitions at DOM MENDELSOHNA - Center for Intercultural Dialogue in Olsztyn and in other 
public places and galleries in Poland and abroad. The first presentation is going to take place 
at the 21 st of February 2021. 
9. The organizer´s commit to provide photos and videos which document the project´s 
development. These photos and videos will be presented as a part of an online photo report 
on the event´s website and on the organizers website. 
A catalogue is also planned. 
 
BORUSSIA Patronage 
Idea: Nigunim project 
Project curators: Ewa Pohlke, Gintautas Vaicys 
Photographic design of the project: Paweł Strzelec 
Project management: Borussia Foundation 
Address: 



Fundacja Borussia 
ul. Zyndrama z Maszkowic 2 
PL-10-133 Olsztyn 
WSTĘGA NADZIEI 
 


